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Highly motivated and talented chemist with more than 10 years of demonstrated success in the chemical, biophysical and life sciences, 
including antibiotic resistance, biofilm formation, drug discovery, quorum sensing, infectious diseases, RNA-binding proteins and blood 
disorders. Five years of laboratory management and scientific advisory expertise overseeing undergraduate and graduate students (PhD-
level), and technicians, recently participating in strategic decisions on current and emerging R&D matters to drive an NIAID contract toward 
success. In-depth knowledge in organic chemistry, biochemistry, protein production, and all aspects of macromolecular X-ray 
crystallography. Specialized skills in carbohydrate chemistry, molecular biology, protein purification, expression, crystallization and 
characterization, including 3 successful gene-to-structure projects. Team worker with excellent communication and interpersonal skills and 
the ability to contribute collaboratively among multidisciplinary groups and rapidly adjust to changing priorities. 
 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY, Raleigh, NC           02/2014–present 
Postdoctoral Associate, Department of Structural and Molecular Biochemistry, Mentor: John Cavanagh, Ph.D. 

Researching the discovery of novel antibiofilm therapeutics for translation into clinical applications. Investigating the interactions and molecular 
structures of key protein targets from several priority ESKAPE family pathogens.  

•   Maintained progress on multiple simultaneous projects, including x-ray crystallography for an NIAID structure-based drug design 
contract, NMR dynamics and mutagenesis of biofilm-related transition state regulators, in vivo porcine testing of a drug lead and protein 
expression and purification of more than 10 HK17 response regulator constructs. 

o   Performed NMR dynamics experiments on 3 DNA-binding transition state regulators and their mutants. 
o   Crystallized QseB, a quorum-sensing regulatory protein, as well as its N-terminal construct in the presence (and absence) of 

two potential small molecule inhibitors. 
o   Elucidated the crystal structure of QseBN in two different space groups.  
o   Developed protocols to automate many of the current purification practices. 

•   Supervised postdoctoral fellows, graduate students, technicians and undergraduate and high school students. 
o   Critically involved in all aspects of training one graduate student to determine his first crystal structure. 

 
HAUPTMAN-WOODWARD MEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE, Buffalo, NY                    07/2011–01/2014 
Postdoctoral Research Scientist, Structural Biology, Mentor: Andrew M. Gulick, Ph.D. 

Researched the components of an Acinetobacter baumannii gene cluster encoding a non-ribosomal peptide synthetase involved in motility, 
virulence, quorum sensing and biofilm formation, and reported these findings to the DOD in monthly reports (USAMRAA and TATRC grant). 

•   Balanced the progress of seven different proteins simultaneously and demonstrated progress for all. 
o   Developed expression and purification schemes for the proteins in a previously uncharacterized NRPS cluster of A. baumannii.  
o   Solved the crystal structure of a unique self-standing PCP domain.  
o   Obtained initial crystals and data on a four-domain, 147 kD NRPS protein. Structure now published in Nature. 

•   Performed numerous characterization assays and developed modifications for our unique system. 
o   Determined substrate specificity using a radioactive 32PPi assay, assayed activity using a modified spectrophotometric NADH 

consumption assay and assessed compound binding using thermal shift assays. 
o   Performed method development for a soft agar-based motility assay for knockout strains. 

•   Collaborated with the Murkin Lab from SUNY Buffalo to elucidate numerous crystal structures of M. tuberculosis DXR protein and its 
mutants with various inhibitors. 

 
AMERICAN JOURNAL EXPERTS, Durham, NC             08/2010-present 
Contract Editor, Science & Medicine 

Use a combination of attention to detail and quick assimilation of scientific jargon to edit papers while staying abreast of new research in science. 

•   Responsible for editing English grammar and mechanics of papers written by non-native English speakers. 
•   Editing responsibilities include checking the writer’s consistency, figures and field-specific jargon. 
•   Currently edited nearly 300 research papers, protocols, grants and thesis chapters. 
•   By editing certain papers well, earned access to related fields of expertise; now edit almost all science and medical science disciplines. 
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DUKE UNIVERSITY, Durham, NC                        06/2006–06/2011 
Graduate Research Associate, Chemistry, Mentor: Dewey G. McCafferty, Ph.D. 
Took a multidisciplinary approach to characterizing a key enzyme in the peptidoglycan recycling pathway, anhydromuramic acid kinase (AnmK). 

•   Protein biochemistry: Developed the cloning, mutagenesis, expression and purification of AnmK.  
•   Carbohydrate substrate synthesis: Completed the multi-step synthesis of the substrate for AnmK as well as a pseudosubstrate. 
•   X-Ray crystallography: Solved de novo structure of AnmK using SAD phasing. Subsequently elucidated the doubly substrate-bound form 

of AnmK and a transition state mimic using ADP-vanadate.  
•   Chromatography: Gained experience with multiple purification resins, Äkta devices and other purification techniques (e.g., ammonium 

sulfate precipitation). Designed an assay to measure the biological activity of AnmK utilizing TLC and 32P-labeled ATP. 
•   Spectroscopy: Developed a methodology to easily detect the phosphosugar reaction products using both NMR and mass spectrometry. 

 
LEADERSHIP & COMMUNICATION 

•   Work with the Resource Director to advise on the development of the NC State Shared Resource 
•   Designed, supervised and taught mini-course named “The PDB and PyMOL” to UB first year graduate students, Buffalo, NY 
•   Served as Vice president of Broadening Excellence in Experimental Research weekly meeting, Buffalo, NY 
•   Represented Hauptman-Woodward at the Research In Progress biweekly multi-campus postdoctoral researcher meeting, Buffalo, NY 
•   Organized and raised funding for a National ACS CELL division symposium: “The Structural Biology of Carbohydrate-Active Enzymes” 
•   Maintain high quality scores as a contract editor with AJE and also serve as the editor of many documents coming out of the lab 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS & AWARDS 
2013 “Teaching Training for Academic Careers” scholarship recipient from the UB Office of Postdoctoral Scholars. 
2011 “Becoming a Leader in the Life Sciences” program scholarship recipient from the UB School of Management Center for Entrepreneurial 

Leadership and the NYS Center of Excellence in Bioinformatics & Life Sciences. 
2009 Burroughs Wellcome Fellowship; Duke University Department of Chemistry award to students that have demonstrated exceptional 

independent research ability and promising academic and professional development. 
2009 Hobbs Endowment Fellowship. 
2007 Pharmacological Science Training Program (PSTP) Fellowship; A competitive fellowship awarded through the Duke University 

Pharmacology and Cancer Biology Department. 
2006 John W. Nowell Undergraduate Award in Chemistry; Best overall Wake Forest undergraduate in chemistry. 
2005 Blackbyrd Scholarship in Chemistry. 
 

RESEARCH & CAREER TRAINING 
2010 Triangle Area PHENIX Users Workshop. Duke University, April 11, 2010. 
2009 RapiData, Collection and Structure Solving: A Practical Course in Macromolecular X-Ray Diffraction Measurement. NSLS, April 2009. 
2007 ACA Summer School in Macromolecular Crystallography. Illinois Institute of Technology, Summer 2007. 
 
EDUCATION 
2011, Ph.D.  GPA 4.0, Chemistry with Pharmacological science training program certification. Duke University, Durham, NC. 
2006, B.S. with Honors cum laude, GPA 3.59, Chemistry with a concentration in Biochemistry; minor in Psychology. Wake Forest University, 

Winston-Salem, NC. | Honors thesis: “Specificity determinants in the M. jannaschii L7Ae K-turn binding protein”. 
 

PUBLICATIONS  
Draughn, G.L., Allen, C.L., Routh, P.A., Stone, M.R., Kirker, K.R., Schuchman, R.M., Linder, K.E., Baynes, R.E., Garth, J.A., Melander, C.M., Pollard, 
A.M., Cavanagh, J. (2016) Evaluation of a 2-aminoimidazole variant as suitable adjuvant for dermal bacterial infections (submitted on May 3). 

Drake, E.J., Miller, B.R., Shi, C., Tarrasch, J.T., Sundlov, J.A., Allen, C.L., Skiniotis, G., Aldrich, C.A. and Gulick, A.M. (2016) Structures of Two 
Distinct Conformations of holo-Nonribosomal Peptide Synthetases. Nature, 529, 235–238.  

Kholodar, S.A., Allen, C.L., Gulick, A.M. and Murkin, A.S. (2015) The Role of Phosphate in a Multistep Enzymatic Reaction: Reactions of the 
Substrate and Intermediate in Pieces. J Am Chem Soc, 137 (7), 2748-2756. 
Allen, C.L., and Gulick, A.M. (2014) Structural and bioinformatic characterization of an Acinetobacter baumannii type II carrier protein. Acta Cryst, 
D70, 1718-1725. 

Kholodar, S.A., Tombline, G., Liu, J., Tan, Z., Allen, C.L., Gulick, A.M., and Murkin, A.S. (2014) Alteration of the Flexible Loop in 1-Deoxy-d-
xylulose-5-phosphate Reductoisomerase Boosts Enthalpy-Driven Inhibition by Fosmidomycin. Biochemistry, 53 (21), 3423-3431. 
Parish, D.A., Zhou, Z., Allen, C.L., Day, C.S. and King, B.S. (2005) A convenient method for the synthesis of N-hydroxyureas. Tetrahedron 
Letters, 46, 8841-8843. 


